Kids Book: Count With Kenny: 1-20
(Book For Kids)(Count 1-2-3)(Numbers Book-Picture Book, Counting-Social Skills)(Book For Early ... Reader)(Fun Number Book For Child)(Math-Preschool-3) Learn How To Count
KNOW YOUR NUMBERS! COUNT WITH KENNY: 1-20 LEARN NUMBERS THE FUN WAY!!

PRESCHOOL â€“ 3

Filled with humorous, colorful drawings, dinosaurs and lively text, Count with Kenny: 1-20 is an adventure with numbers that kids and their parents will love. Can you count along with Kenny? Enjoy the objects on each page such as animals, fruits, and pencils... Are you looking for a counting book from one to twenty? "I can definitely see parents reading this to their kids and teachers reading it to their students for years to come." âœThis is a very cute book for young kids to learn how to count. The illustrations are and very nice. âœThis book is a wonderful introduction for little ones to learn their numbers 1 - 20. The illustrations are bright and colorful. My little nieces loved it and really enjoy the objects on each page such as animals, fruits, pencils, etc. Great job! âœCount with Kenny 1-20 for early learners is a great teaching tool for the little ones. The visual illustrations along with the numbers are fun. Each number along with the illustration pictures makes it interesting and helpful for the child to be able to point to and count along Easy learning indeed! âœThese counting tools will be sure to add to the reading pleasure of young children and definitely help them learn to count too! âœThis is the only book my grand daughter will read to herself at bedtime. âœChildren’s author, Joyce Mitchell, has written another adorable book for the preschool crowd. Little ones will love counting along with Kenny the dinosaur. The bright illustrations will help hold their attention, while they learn to count from one to twenty. 

* TEACHING WITH PICTURE BOOKS MAKES LEARNING FUN! * 

LEARNING BOOK THAT HELPS KIDS AND TODDLERS LEARN THEIR NUMBERS. * IDENTIFYING NUMBERS AND COUNTING ARE IMPORTANT EARLY LEARNING SKILLS.* BABY & TODDLER BASIC CONCEPTS BOOK

(Parents: Count with child on free time!) How and When should I teach my child his/her numbers? You can introduce the idea of numbers when he/she is as young as 12 months by counting small sets of items: âœHow many cookies? One, two! âœHow many buttons? One, two, three! âœOr, maybe singing songs and rhymes that include counting, such as âœOne little, two little, three little dinosaurs âœfour little, five little, six little dinosaurs, seven little, eight little, nine little âœten little âœdinosaurs and so on! âœScroll up and grab a copy today!
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**Customer Reviews**

Count with Kenny 1-20 for early learners by Author Joyce Mitchell, is a great teaching tool for the little ones. The visual illustrations along with the numbers are fun. Each number along with the illustration pictures makes it interesting and helpful for the child to be able to point to and count along Easy learning indeed!

Count with Kenny 1-20 This book is a wonderful introduction for little ones to learn their numbers 1 -
The illustrations are bright and colorful. My little nieces loved it and really enjoy the objects on each page such as animals, fruits, pencils, etc. Great job by Ms. Mitchell. Highly recommended! Also in niece’s library: Selfish Little Bob, Selfish No More! Button Thanks Lil Ren Where Are Ayden’s Easter Eggs? Just Little Old Me Big Tales 1 - 4 The Fishy Adventures of Gus, Toby and TooToo

This is a very cute book for young kids to learn how to count. The illustrations are and very nice.

Count with Kenny 1-20 by Author Joyce Mitchell

“Count with Kenny 1-20” by children’s Author Joyce Mitchell is another delightful book in her creative and educational series of numerous books for the young reader. This one is particularly suited for preschoolers learning to count. Kenny, the adorable red dinosaur, is in the process of counting from 1-20 in this children’s book with the help of some cute and colorful pictures to help him out. These counting tools will be sure to add to the reading pleasure of young children and definitely help them learn to count too! Inspirational Author & Book Reviewer ~ Dolores Ayotte

Up The "Down" Ladder: Simple Ideas to Overcome Depression

Children’s author, Joyce Mitchell, has written another adorable book for the preschool crowd. Little ones will love counting along with Kenny the dinosaur. The bright illustrations will help hold their attention, while they learn to count from one to twenty. They’ll eagerly follow the pictures on each page. I highly recommend this little book if you’re looking for an easy way to teach your toddler counting skills. I hope you’ll also consider checking out this author’s other children’s books. I know you and your child will love them. Reviewed by children’s author, Deanie Humphrys-Dunne
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